Virtual you

An online series focused on three key areas designed to help you build the skills you need for the future, and to stay engaged with us while learning more about bp.

### Trading simulation
- **SEP 8 6:00 – 7:30pm CDT | 90 minutes**
  - Learn how bp uniquely positions itself in the energy space, and how we extract value for our business by participating in our interactive simulation. LEARN. PLAY. WIN.
  - Technical series
  - Register

- **SEP 29 7:00 – 7:45pm CDT | 45 minutes**
  - Interested in learning more about trading & shipping? Grab a cup of coffee and join us to experience our interactive simulation. LEARN. PLAY. WIN!
  - Technical series
  - Register

### Customer & products/finance
- **SEP 8 6:00 – 7:30pm CDT | 90 minutes**
  - Customers & products will focus on customers at the driving force for the energy products and services of the future. Learn more about this journey from people who live it.
  - Technical series
  - Register

### Coffee chat with trading
- **SEP 9 7:00 – 7:45pm CDT | 45 minutes**
  - Interested in learning more about trading & shipping? Grab a cup of coffee and join us to learn more about our business and how we maximize value for bp.
  - Technical series
  - Register

### Trading simulation
- **SEP 30 6:00 – 7:30pm CDT | 90 minutes**
  - Learn how bp uniquely positions itself in the energy trading space and how we extract value for our business.  Join our interactive simulation. LEARN. PLAY. WIN.
  - Technical series
  - Register

### Coffee chat with trading
- **SEP 31 7:00 – 7:45pm CDT | 45 minutes**
  - Interested in learning more about trading & shipping? Grab a cup of coffee and join us to learn more about our business and how we maximize value for bp.
  - Technical series
  - Register

### People & culture: a new HR
- **SEP 8 6:00 – 7:30pm CDT | 90 minutes**
  - People & culture will ensure bp recruits world-class talent, develops them, and supports them to do their best work. Learn more about our reinvented HR organization.
  - Technical series
  - Register

### Women leading the way
- **SEP 9 6:00 – 7:30pm CDT | 90 minutes**
  - From our female leaders perspectives, women are leading the way at bp to reimaging energy as we are creating a better world for our people and planet.
  - Technical series
  - Register

### Get a flavor of our programs
- **SEP 10 6:00 – 7:30pm CDT | 90 minutes**
  - Interested in our tip internships and graduate programs? Get a flavor of our early careers programs straight from our recent hires as they talk about their experiences.
  - Technical series
  - Register

### Trading simulation
- **SEP 14 6:00 – 7:30pm CDT | 90 minutes**
  - Learn how bp uniquely positions itself in the energy trading space and how we extract value for our business by participating in our interactive simulation. LEARN. PLAY. WIN.
  - Technical series
  - Register

### Embrace your diverse brand
- **SEP 24 6:00 – 7:30pm CDT | 90 minutes**
  - Have fun while testing your knowledge!
  - Inclusion series
  - Register

### Reinvent bp: trivia night
- **SEP 21 7:00 – 7:45pm CDT | 45 minutes**
  - At bp, we are reimaging energy for our people and our planet, reinventing the way we work. Have fun while testing your knowledge!
  - Technical series
  - Register

### Stepping outside of the box
- **SEP 30 6:00 – 7:30pm CDT | 90 minutes**
  - Are you comfortable with stepping outside of your comfort zone? Do not limit yourself by challenging the status quo and make the best move for your future.
  - Inclusion series
  - Register

### Reinvent bp: trivia night
- **OCT 1 6:00 – 7:30pm CDT | 90 minutes**
  - At bp, we are reimaging energy for our people and our planet, reinventing the way we work. Have fun while testing your knowledge!
  - Inclusion series
  - Register

### From dog tags to the desk
- **OCT 2 6:00 – 7:30pm CDT | 90 minutes**
  - Reimagining energy for our people and our planet, reinventing the way we work. Have fun while testing your knowledge!
  - Inclusion series
  - Register

### Reinvent bp: trivia night
- **OCT 7 6:00 – 7:30pm CDT | 90 minutes**
  - At bp, we are reimaging energy for our people and our planet, reinventing the way we work. Have fun while testing your knowledge!
  - Inclusion series
  - Register

### LGBT+ at bp
- **SEP 15 6:00 – 7:30pm CDT | 90 minutes**
  - At bp, we drive for inclusion and creating a safe space for our employees. Learn more about our Pride resource group and our support to the LGBT+ community.
  - Inclusion series
  - Register

### Recruiter coffee cafe
- **SEP 29 7:00 – 7:45pm CDT | 45 minutes**
  - Do you have questions about our recruitment process? Grab a cup of coffee and connect with our recruiters to ask any questions you may have.
  - Recruiter series
  - Register

### Trading simulation
- **SEP 14 6:00 – 7:30pm CDT | 90 minutes**
  - Learn how bp uniquely positions itself in the energy trading space and how we extract value for our business by participating in our interactive simulation. LEARN. PLAY. WIN.
  - Technical series
  - Register

### Coffee chat with trading
- **SEP 21 7:00 – 7:45pm CDT | 45 minutes**
  - Interested in learning more about trading & shipping? Grab a cup of coffee and join us to learn more about our business and how we maximize value for bp.
  - Technical series
  - Register

### Coffee chat with trading
- **SEP 32 7:00 – 7:45pm CDT | 45 minutes**
  - Interested in learning more about trading & shipping? Grab a cup of coffee and join us to learn more about our business and how we maximize value for bp.
  - Technical series
  - Register

### Reimagine bp: trivia night
- **SEP 14 6:00 – 7:30pm CDT | 90 minutes**
  - At bp, we are reimaging energy for our people and our planet, reinventing the way we work. Have fun while testing your knowledge!
  - Technical series
  - Register

### From dog tags to the desk
- **SEP 24 6:00 – 7:30pm CDT | 90 minutes**
  - Reimagining energy for our people and our planet, reinventing the way we work. Have fun while testing your knowledge!
  - Inclusion series
  - Register

### Reinvent bp: trivia night
- **SEP 30 6:00 – 7:30pm CDT | 90 minutes**
  - At bp, we are reimaging energy for our people and our planet, reinventing the way we work. Have fun while testing your knowledge!
  - Inclusion series
  - Register

---

**Follow us on social media**

- [Facebook](#)
- [LinkedIn](#)
- [Twitter](#)
- [Instagram](#)